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Introduction

Specifying the objective of monetary policy as a well-defined target or target range for the rate of inflation is becoming increasingly common among central banks (for example, New Zealand, Canada, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Finland, Australia and Spain). Theory suggests that if the primary cost of inflation arises from consumers’ uncertainty regarding the future purchasing power of their incomes, then monetary policy should strive to stabilise a utility-constant consumer price index. In the absence of such ideal indices, central banks have opted to target some available index of consumer prices. For small open economies, movements in the nominal exchange rate often account for a significant part of the variation in these indices via their direct effect on the price of imported goods. This paper examines whether preferable macroeconomic outcomes can be achieved if monetary policy focuses on an index that excludes such direct exchange rate effects on consumer prices.

One argument for targeting indices free of direct exchange rate effects is that the monetary authority should focus primarily on the persistent sources of inflation. As outlined in Mayes and Chappie (1995) and Yates (1995), the design of many inflation targeting regimes includes specific exemptions for disturbances that are expected to result in temporary price level movements only. Depending on how agents form expectations of future inflation, direct exchange rate effects coming through import prices may only result in price level shifts. This arises if agents perceive that a portion of the observed inflation in the CPI index is the result of changes in import prices that are driven by recent movements in the exchange rate and they form their expectations of future CPI inflation by looking through or ignoring these effects.

In Svensson (1997), a model of a small open economy is used to compare CPI inflation and domestic inflation targeting rules. This model characterises direct exchange rate effects on import prices as CPI level effects only. The results from a comparison of policy rules that only attempt to minimise the variance in inflation ("strict" policy rules) suggest that targeting CPI inflation reduces the variance in CPI inflation while increasing the variance in real output, nominal interest rates, the real exchange rate and domestic price inflation in comparison to a domestic price inflation target. The results from a comparison of policy rules that also smooth the variability in real output ("flexible" policy rules) suggest that CPI targeting results in lower variability for most key macro variables except real output and domestic price inflation. The difference between these two types of policy rules arises primarily because they are using different channels to control inflation. The "strict" rules rely on direct exchange rate effects to control inflation and the "flexible" rules work primarily through the output gap channel. The six-, seven- and eight-quarter ahead targeting horizon used in the base-case reaction functions examined in much of this paper means that the monetary authority is working
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primarily through the output gap channel to control inflation. Consequently, these results should be compared to the results under the "flexible" rules examined in Svensson (1997).

In this paper, stochastic simulation experiments with the Reserve Bank of New Zealand's Forecasting and Policy System model, FPS, are used to extend, in a number of directions, the work presented in Svensson (1997). First, whereas Svensson's model is designed to represent a generic small open economy, FPS has been calibrated to match the dynamic properties of a specific economy, New Zealand. Second, whereas Svensson's model is linear, the inflation process in FPS is asymmetric in goods market disequilibrium. Third, the way that direct exchange rate effects on import prices enter agents' inflation expectations process is examined, as well as the implications of monetary authority uncertainty about the true expectations process.

The result presented here suggest that targeting domestic inflation relative to CPI inflation reduces the variance in domestic price inflation, output, and the policy instrument; although the variance in CPI inflation is slightly higher, holding all else in the policy reaction function constant. This result holds even if direct exchange rate effects influence inflation expectations and if the monetary authority is uncertain about how direct exchange rate effects influence agents' expectations of inflation. Further, tracing out the CPI inflation/output variability efficient frontier under both CPI inflation and domestic price inflation targeting illustrates that the latter shift the frontier down and to the left. Under domestic price inflation targeting, it is possible to achieve combinations of CPI inflation and output variability that are unambiguously better than those achievable under CPI inflation targeting. Accordingly, for a given variability in CPI inflation, output variability can be reduced by targeting domestic price inflation. Achieving price stability in this way has the ancillary effect of smoothing output. Compared to the results presented in Svensson (1997), these results match those for "strict" policy rules, but not for "flexible" rules which are much closer to the class of policy rules considered here. This difference may reflect the different lag structures in the pass-through of exchange rate effects in the two models or the fact that the results presented here do not consider optimal rules. Further work will need to be done to reconcile the differences in these results.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 1, a brief overview of the structure of the FPS model is presented along with the methodology for generating the stochastic disturbances. The stochastic simulation results are presented in Section 2. The final section contains a brief summary and conclusion.

1. **FPS at a glance**

The Forecasting and Policy System (FPS) model describes the interaction of five economic agents: households, firms, government, a foreign sector, and the monetary authority. The model has a two-tiered structure. The first tier is an underlying steady-state structure that determines the long-run equilibrium to which the model will converge. The second tier is a dynamic adjustment structure that traces out how the economy converges towards that long-run equilibrium.

The long-run equilibrium is characterised by a neoclassical balanced growth path. Along that growth path, consumers maximise utility, firms maximise profits and government achieves exogenously-specified targets for debt and expenditures. The foreign sector trades in goods and assets with the domestic economy. Taken together, the actions of these agents determine expenditure flows that support a set of stock equilibrium conditions that underlie the balanced growth path.
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The dynamic adjustment process overlaid on the equilibrium structure embodies both “expectational” and “intrinsic” dynamics. Expectational dynamics arise through the interaction of exogenous disturbances, policy actions and private agents’ expectations. Policy actions are introduced to re-anchor expectations when exogenous disturbances move the economy away from equilibrium. Because policy actions do not immediately re-anchor private expectations, real variables in the economy must follow disequilibrium paths until expectations return to equilibrium. To capture this notion, expectations are modelled as a linear combination of a backward-looking autoregressive process and a forward-looking model-consistent process. Intrinsic dynamics arise because adjustment is costly. The costs of adjustment are modelled using a polynomial (up to fourth order) adjustment cost framework (see Tinsley (1993)). In addition to expectational and intrinsic dynamics, the behaviour of both the monetary and fiscal authorities also contributes to the overall dynamic adjustment process.

On the supply side, FPS is a single good model. That single good is differentiated in its use by a system of relative prices. Overlaid on this system of relative prices is an inflation process. While inflation can potentially arise from many sources in the model, it is fundamentally the difference between the economy’s supply capacity and the demand for goods and services that determines inflation in domestic goods prices. Further, the relationship between goods markets disequilibrium and inflation is specified to be asymmetric. Excess demand generates more inflationary pressure than an identical amount of excess supply generates in deflationary pressure. Although direct exchange rate effects have a small impact on domestic prices and, consequently, on expectations, they primarily enter CPI inflation as price level effects.

### 1.1 Households

There are two types of households in the model: “rule-of-thumb” and “forward-looking”. Forward-looking households save, on average, and hold all of the economy’s financial assets. Rule-of-thumb households spend all their disposable income each period and hold no assets. The theoretical core of the household sector is the specification of the optimisation problem for forward-looking households. The specification is based on the overlapping generations framework of Yaari (1965), Blanchard (1985), Weil (1989) and Buiter (1989), but in a discrete time form as in Frenkel and Razin (1992) and Black et al. (1994). In this framework, the forward-looking household chooses a path for consumption – and a path for savings – that maximises the expected present value of lifetime utility subject to a budget constraint and a fixed probability of death. This basic equilibrium structure is overlaid with polynomial adjustment costs, the influence of monetary policy, an asset disequilibrium term, and an income-cycle effect.

The population size and age structure is determined by the simplest possible demographic assumptions. We assume that new consumers enter according to a fixed birth rate and that existing consumers exit the economy according to the fixed probability of death. For the supply of labour, we assume that each consumer offers a unit of labour services each period. That is, labour is supplied inelastically with respect to the real wage.

### 1.2 The representative firm

The formal introduction of a supply side requires us to go beyond the simple endowment economy of the Blanchard et al. framework. The firm is modelled very simply in FPS, but, as with the
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characterisation of the consumer, some extensions are made to capture essential features of the economy. Investment and capital formation are modelled from the perspective of a representative firm. This firm acts to maximise profits subject to the usual accumulation constraints. Firms are assumed to be perfectly competitive, with free entry and exit to markets. Firms produce output, pay wages for labour input, and make rental payments for capital input. The production technology is Cobb-Douglas, with constant returns to scale.

Profit maximisation is sufficient to determine the level of output, the level of employment, and the real wage. FPS extends this framework in a number of directions as firms face adjustment costs for capital and a time-to-build constraint.

1.3 The government

Government has the power to collect taxes, raise debt, make transfer payments, and purchase output. As with households and firms, the structure of the model requires clear objectives for government in the long run. However, whereas households’ and firms’ objectives arise through explicit maximisation, we directly impose fiscal policy choices for debt and expenditure. The government’s binding intertemporal budget constraint is used to solve for the labour income tax rate that supports the fiscal choices. The interactions of debt, spending and taxes create powerful effects throughout the rest of the model; government is non-neutral.

1.4 The foreign sector

The foreign sector is treated as completely exogenous to the domestic economy. It supplies the domestic economy with imported goods and purchases the domestic economy’s exports and thus completes the demand side of the model. Further, the foreign sector stands ready to purchase assets from or sell assets to domestic households depending on whether households choose to be net debtors or net creditors relative to the rest of the world. Several key prices affecting the domestic economy are also determined in the foreign sector. The foreign dollar prices of traded goods and the risk-free real interest rate are assumed to be determined in the foreign sector.

1.5 The monetary authority

The monetary authority effectively closes the model by enforcing a nominal anchor. Its behaviour is modelled by a forward-looking reaction function that moves the short-term nominal interest rate in response to projected deviations of inflation from an exogenously specified target rate. Although the reaction function is *ad hoc* in the sense that it is not the solution to a well-defined optimal control problem as in Svensson (1996), its design is not arbitrary. The forward-looking nature of the reaction function respects the lags in the economy between policy actions and their subsequent implications for inflation outcomes. Further, the strength of the policy response to projected deviations in inflation implicitly embodies the notion that the monetary authority is not single minded in its pursuit of the inflation target. Other factors such as the variability of its instrument and of the real economy are also of concern.

FPS is a useful tool for examining the implications of alternative policy reaction functions because agents’ expectations are influenced by policy actions. This results from expectations being modelled as a linear combination of a backward-looking autoregressive process and a forward-looking model-consistent process. Modelling expectations in this way partially addresses the critique, initially raised in Lucas (1976), that examining alternative policy actions in reduced-form econometric models gives misleading conclusions. The Lucas critique states that the
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estimated parameters of such reduced-form models are dependent on the policy regimes in place over
the estimation period. Consequently, simulating reduced-form models in which behaviour is invariant
to policy actions produces misleading policy conclusions. Although FPS has partially addressed the
Lucas critique, a more explicit modelling of agents’ learning behaviour would be required to fully
address it.

1.6 Stochastic simulations with FPS

Running stochastic simulations with a calibrated model is not as straightforward as with
an estimated model. For an estimated model, the properties of the residuals from the estimated
equations can be used to pin down the distributions for the shocks that are randomly generated. No
such residuals exist for a calibrated model. To generate the shock terms used for the stochastic
simulations of FPS we follow a procedure similar to that used in Black, Macklem and Rose (1997).
Essentially, the impulse response functions (IRFs) from an estimated VAR are used to calculate the
paths for the shocks appearing in the calibrated model’s equations. (A more detailed discussion of the
methodology can be found in Appendix 1.)

This approach has attractive features as well as weaknesses. First, the VAR itself is a
reasonably general representation of the economy and as such captures most of the key temporary
disturbances. The VAR approach also leads to shock terms that capture both the serial and cross
correlations in the data. The shocks are not interpreted as deep structural shocks, but as summary
measures of all the deep structural disturbances that impact the economy at a micro level and,
consequently, they should not be expected to be white noise. However, because of the limitations of
the New Zealand data, we were unable to estimate a reasonable VAR that include a measure of the
supply side. Consequently our application of the VAR technique captures only temporary
disturbances. Further, we treat the impulses as if they contain only exogenous disturbances to the
economy over the first four quarters. However, even over this horizon the impulses may be capturing
some effects from the historical response of policy.

One metric for measuring how well the approach is capturing the stochastic behaviour of
the New Zealand economy is to compare the simulated moments from the model with the historical
experience. However, given the limitation of New Zealand data one should be cautious about
expecting these moments to match very closely. In fact, given that FPS has been calibrated to try to
look through the effects that considerable structural change has had on the time-series properties of
the data, one might even be dismayed if the moments matched too closely. Examining the moments
from 100 draws\(^5\) using the base-case FPS reaction function indicates that the VAR methodology
yields results broadly consistent with New Zealand’s historical experience. In Table 1, the standard
deviations for key macro variables under the base-case FPS reaction function are compared to the
historical experience over two sample periods, 1985 to 1997 and 1988 to 1997. The latter period
 corresponds to the period of inflation targeting. Year-over-year CPI inflation is denoted by \(\pi^{\text{cpi}}\), real
output is denoted by \(y\), the nominal short-term interest rate is denoted by \(r_s\), and \(z\) denotes the real
exchange rate. The model generated moments are presented as standard deviations about their
equilibrium values. Historical inflation and the nominal interest rate are presented as standard
deviations. The real exchange rate is presented as the standard deviation around a linear time trend
and the real output standard deviation is calculated relative to potential output.\(^6\)

\(^5\) In order to determine the appropriate numbers of draws, we examined the behaviour of the model’s moments as the
number of draws were increased. Under a range of policy rules, the results illustrated that the moments did not stabilise
until the number of draws reached 70 to 80. Consequently, we choose 100 draws to ensure that the moments were stable
enough to allow for sensible comparison.

\(^6\) The historical measure of potential output comes from a multivariate filtering technique. The standard Hodrick-Prescott
filter is augmented with conditioning information from a Phillips curve relationship, an Okun’s law relationship and a
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard deviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi^m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model generated moments</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base-case response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milder policy response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historical experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988-97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the base-case FPS reaction function, output variability is higher and inflation variability is lower. This suggests that the base-case rule targets inflation more strictly than has been the case historically. Re-running the 100 draw experiment with a milder policy response to projected deviations of inflation from control, produces variability in inflation that is closer to the historical experience. However, model real output variability remains higher than the historical variability.

Ideally, one would like to use the moments that the model would generate under a policy rule identical to that actually followed historically. However, this is not actually feasible given that policy was probably conducted under several different policy rules from 1985 to 1997. Using a rule with a milder policy response and considering the 1988 to 1997 inflation targeting period is one simple attempt to try to more accurately reflect actual historical policy. Clearly more work could be done on the characterisation of historical policy to further improve the degree of comfort with the technique.

2. **Targeting domestic inflation versus CPI inflation**

2.1 **Targeting domestic inflation versus CPI inflation under base-case expectations**

The base-case version of FPS is structured such that direct exchange rate effects on import prices only affect the level of the CPI. That is, direct exchange rate effects in the CPI do not impact on inflation expectations. It is worth noting that under inflation targeting, all shocks to prices are allowed to be only levels effects in the long run. Over the near term, the distinction is really about the degree of persistence in prices.

In FPS, CPI inflation is built up by adding imported consumption goods price inflation to inflation in domestic prices. Inflation in domestic goods prices is determined according to a Phillips curve relationship:

$$\pi_t = (1 - \alpha)B_1(L)\cdot \pi_t + \alpha \cdot \pi^e_t + B_2(L)(y_t - y^p_t) + B_3(L)(y_t - y^p_t)^+ + f(tot) + g(w) + h(ti)$$

(1)

where $\pi_t$ represents domestic price inflation, $\pi^e_t$ expected inflation, $y_t$ output, $y^p_t$ represents potential output, $\alpha$ is a coefficient, $B(L)$ denotes a polynomial in the back-shift operator, $(\cdot)^+$ is an annihilation operator (in this case filtering out negative values of the output gap), $f(tot)$ is a function of the terms of trade, $g(w)$ represents a function of the real wage, and $h(ti)$ a function of indirect taxes. In the base-case model, inflation expectations are given by a linear combination of past and model-consistent values of domestic price inflation:
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survey measure of capacity utilisation. A complete description of the methodology can be found in Conway and Hunt (1997).
\[ \pi^c_t = (1 - \gamma)B(L) \cdot \pi_t + \gamma \cdot C(F) \cdot \pi_t \]  

where \( \gamma \) is a coefficient and \( C(F) \) is a polynomial in the forward-shift operator.

CPI inflation is given by:

\[ \pi_{t,p} = \pi_t \cdot B(L) \cdot \left( \frac{pc_t}{pc_{t-1}} \right) \]  

where \( \pi_{t,p} \) represents CPI inflation and \( pc \) is the consumption price deflator relative to the price of domestically-produced and consumed goods. The consumption price deflator is a linear combination of the prices of domestically-produced consumption goods and imported consumption goods. The latter term includes the direct price effect of movement in the exchange rate.

The base-case version of the model implies that there is little persistence in inflation arising from direct exchange rate effects. Given this structure, we first examine the stochastic behaviour of the model economy under two alternative formulations of the monetary policy reaction function. The standard reaction function can be expressed as:

\[ r_s - r_l = r_s^* - r_l^* + \sum_{i=1}^{j} \theta_i \left( \pi^c_{t+i} - \pi^T \right) \]  

where \( r_s \) and \( r_l \) are short and long nominal interest rates, respectively; \( r_s^* \) and \( r_l^* \) are their equilibrium equivalents; \( \pi^c_{t+i} \) is the monetary authority’s forecast of inflation \( i \) quarters ahead, and \( \pi^T \) is the policy target.\(^7\) The number of leads, \( j \), and the weights on them, \( \theta_i \), are a calibration choice, and \( \pi^c \) can be defined as any one of a variety of inflation measures.

Our aim is to evaluate which measure of inflation should be targeted. To do this we use the stochastic technique briefly outlined above. Five random shocks are drawn in each period and the model is solved drawing new shocks each period for 100 quarters. This process is repeated for 100 draws and the resulting output averaged into summary measures.

In the first stochastic experiment, the standard reaction function is used. The policy instrument responds to the projected deviations of year-over-year CPI inflation six, seven and eight quarters ahead. In the second experiment, the policy instrument responds to the year-over-year inflation in the price of domestically-produced and consumed goods. The reaction function and the rest of the model are otherwise identical in both experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \pi )</th>
<th>Targets ( \pi_{t,p} )</th>
<th>Targets ( \pi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \pi^p )</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.36**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y )</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rs )</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.70**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rs - rl )</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>3.90**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z )</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rs - rl )</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.14**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** denotes that the outcome is significantly different than the outcome under CPI inflation targeting at the 1% confidence level.
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\(^7\) The terms of the current Policy Targets Agreement, signed between the Governor of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand and the Treasurer, dictates that the Reserve Bank target an inflation band of 0 - 3%. In the base-case version of FPS, the policy target is the mid-point of this band, 1.5%.
The root mean squared deviations of key macro variables are presented in Table 2. The results indicate that targeting domestic price inflation reduces the variance in real output, domestic inflation, the nominal short-term interest rate, and the real exchange rate. Slightly higher variance is recorded for CPI inflation. Qualitatively, these results match those presented in Svensson (1997) for “strict” policy rules. However, given that the inflation targeting rule considered here is closer to Svensson’s “flexible” policy rules, these results are importantly different.

This result is obtained because, under CPI inflation targeting, the monetary authority’s actions result in temporary disturbances to CPI inflation being partially offset by opposite movements in domestic price inflation. To achieve these offsetting movements in domestic price inflation, monetary policy generates greater variability in real output than it does when it looks through those temporary disturbances. Consequently, real output and domestic inflation variability are significantly lower under domestic inflation targeting. Policy instruments are also less variable as policy itself is less activist; some temporary disturbances generate milder policy responses.

### 2.2 An alternative specification for inflation expectations

The stochastic experiments presented in Section 2.1 raise some interesting and challenging questions about inflation targeting in a small open economy. However, these results are achieved using the base-case version of the model and may therefore not be robust to different specifications. In this section we test whether the same conclusions still hold under an alternative formulation for inflation expectations.

In the base-case version of FPS, inflation expectations are specified as a function of the core price, the domestic absorption deflator at factor cost. This makes some implicit assumptions about the information that private agents have at their disposal. They correctly perceive that some components of CPI inflation are levels effects only. Alternatively, what if private agents faced a signal extraction problem where they were unable (or unwilling) to decompose CPI inflation into its persistent component and level effects? For New Zealand, this alternative assumption may be reasonable since the data is unable to reveal whether or not direct exchange rate effects influence agents’ expectation of generalised inflation.8

In the context of a discussion about the choice of target variable in an open economy, it seems important to consider this variation. At a more fundamental level, the appraisal of the target variable under an alternative specification for expectations is very much in the spirit of McCallum (1990). There, the effects of a proposed rule are simulated under two different specifications of the basic structural relationships.

By adding another dimension to the experiments, we now have two extra scenarios to consider. The problem is how to characterise the “state of the world” when inflation expectation effects arise from exchange rate movements. We do this by modifying the expression for inflation expectations that feeds into the Phillips curve so that it is a function of CPI inflation:

\[
\pi_t = (1 - \gamma)B(L) \cdot \pi_t^{\text{opi}} + \gamma \cdot C(F) \cdot \pi_t^{\text{opi}}
\]  

(5)

where \(\gamma\) is the same coefficient as before and \(C(F)\) is a polynomial in the forward-shift operator. The same stochastic experiments are run over the two inflation targeting regimes and the results summarised in Table 3. (For comparison, the results from the first two experiments are included as well.)

A comparison of the third and fourth columns of Table 3 tells much the same story as was described in Section 2.1. Even when private agents base their expectations on CPI inflation rather
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8 In Conway and Hunt (1997), both first and second differences of the exchange rate are included as explanatory variables in a standard Phillips curve equation and both are found to be significant.
than domestic inflation, domestic price inflation targeting is superior if the variability of domestic price inflation, monetary instruments and output is a concern. By effectively filtering out some of the shocks hitting the open economy, targeting domestic price inflation results in less activist monetary policy.

Table 3

CPI inflation versus domestic price inflation,
RMSEs when exchange rates have levels or expectations effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Levels effects from exchange rate movements</th>
<th>Expectations effects from exchange rate movements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Targets $\pi^{n\pi}$</td>
<td>Targets $\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi^{n\pi}$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.36**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.70**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$rs$</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>3.90**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$rs - rl$</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.14**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** denotes that the outcome is significantly different than the outcome under CPI inflation targeting at the 1% confidence level.

A surprising result of these simulations comes from a comparison of expectations formation for given inflation targeting regimes (comparing column 1 with 3 and column 2 with 4). One might expect that by making expectations of generalised inflation a function of CPI inflation, the monetary control problem would be made harder, since direct exchange rate effects and external relative consumption price shocks now influence inflation expectations. In fact, whether targeting domestic price inflation or CPI inflation, there is less variability in the macro variables when generalised inflation expectations are formed from CPI inflation rather than from domestic price inflation.

These results might appear somewhat counter-intuitive, until one recalls that in a small open economy, the exchange rate is to some degree influenced by the policy instrument. Since CPI-based expectations include the effects of exchange rate movements, this means that the monetary authority now finds it easier to sway expectations than before because of the effect of uncovered interest parity in exchange rate dynamics. Through this channel, the monetary authority has additional control over the monetary problem. On average, the relative importance of this channel is greater than the effect of the exchange rate and external price shocks that are hitting the economy.

2.3 Monetary authority with mistaken beliefs

The results in the previous section imply that CPI inflation targeting is the preferred choice only when its variability is the sole concern of the monetary authority. Less variability in most other key other macro variables is achieved if domestic price inflation is targeted instead. This result holds, more strongly, if direct exchange rate effects influence agents’ expectations of generalised inflation.

In all of these experiments, the monetary authority is assumed to know the true structure of the economy. As discussed, the monetary authority understands the nature of private agents’ expectations formation, and is able to use this knowledge to its advantage when expectations respond to direct exchange rate effects in prices. In this section, the previous simulations are repeated under alternative assumptions about the accuracy of the monetary authority’s perception of the formation of inflation expectations. For example, the monetary authority may believe that expectations of
generalised inflation are formed on the basis of domestic price inflation when in fact direct exchange rate effects on prices also influence inflation expectations.

In terms of the stochastic experiment, this “mistake” is made each period. The monetary authority sets monetary conditions on the basis of its belief about the nature of the world, and these monetary conditions are then applied to the “true” model. In the next period, the monetary authority sees that the outcome for the previous quarter was not as it had expected. However, in this period a new set of shocks has also hit the economy, and the monetary authority is unable to unbundle the effects of these new shocks and the excessive or insufficient response of monetary policy in the previous period. Hence there is no learning in this experiment – the monetary authority persists with its view of the world, and sets policy accordingly. The results from these experiments are presented in Table 4 (targeting $\pi$) and Table 5 (targeting $\pi'P'$).

### Table 4

**RMSDs from monetary misperception experiments when targeting $\pi$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belief:</th>
<th>Exchange rates have levels effects only</th>
<th>Exchange rates have expectations effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actually levels</td>
<td>Actually expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>1.36**</td>
<td>1.24**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi'P'$</td>
<td>1.15**</td>
<td>1.05**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>2.70**</td>
<td>2.60**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Rs$</td>
<td>3.90**</td>
<td>3.90**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Rs - rl$</td>
<td>2.34**</td>
<td>2.47**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>5.14**</td>
<td>5.09**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** denotes that the outcome is significantly different than the outcome under CPI inflation targeting at the 1% confidence level.

### Table 5

**RMSDs from monetary misperception experiments when targeting $\pi'P'$**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belief:</th>
<th>Exchange rates have levels effects only</th>
<th>Exchange rates have expectations effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actually levels</td>
<td>Actually expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi'P'$</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$rs$</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$rs - rl$</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first regularity that holds is that regardless of whether the monetary authority’s perceptions of the world are correct or incorrect, domestic price inflation targeting yields lower variability in the key macro variables, except for CPI inflation. This can be seen by comparing each column in Table 4 with the respective column in Table 5. This illustrates that the results of previous sections are robust to a more realistic specification of information and policy execution.

---

9 This simulation technique for examining the implications of the monetary authority being uncertain about the true structure of the economy was first used in Laxton, Rose and Tetlow (1994).

10 Of course, four of these cases – when the monetary authority’s beliefs are true – have already been discussed.
Within each of the two targeting regimes, there are interesting results. Consistent with the results in Section 2.2, comparing the first with the second and the third with the fourth columns in each table illustrates that the control problem is easier if direct exchange rate effects influence expectations of generalised inflation. Interestingly, comparing the misperceptions experiment extends this result so that it holds no matter how the monetary authority believes private expectations to be formed. When private expectations are based on CPI inflation, there is less variability in all key series. This result holds for both domestic price inflation targeting and CPI inflation targeting when the monetary authority misperceives the structure of the inflation expectations process.

This result suggests that regardless of the true structure of the economy, the monetary authority is better to assume that direct exchange rate effects on prices do not influence inflation expectations. Lower variability in inflation and output results, though with higher variability in instruments. The intuition behind this result is simple: if the monetary authority believes expectations to be a function of domestic price inflation, then it perceives that private agents' do not allow exchange rate effects to enter expectations. Hence it perceives that it will have to do most of its work via the output gap channel. Consequently, it achieves lower variability of inflation and output than it expected, but the misperception results in higher variability in the monetary instruments than would have been the case if it knew the true model.

Essentially, the monetary authority perceives the control problem to be harder than it actually is and it responds more vigorously. Ignoring the increase in instrument variability, the outcome of this "policy error" is a reduction in both inflation and output variability. This outcome illustrates that the base-case FPS rule is not efficient in the sense of Taylor (1994). The rule does not deliver the lowest combination of output and inflation variability achievable. To test whether the results presented thus far are a function of the base-case rule not being efficient, the next section compares the efficient policy frontiers under domestic price and CPI inflation targeting.

### 2.4 Comparing the efficient frontiers

The overall improvement in the variability of most of the key macro variables under domestic price inflation targeting is notably stronger than the results found in Svensson (1997). Although the results are consistent with the "strict" policy rules considered in Svensson, the base-case FPS reaction function is closer to Svensson's "flexible" rules in the sense that it does not attempt to return inflation to control as quickly as possible by working through the direct exchange rate channel. Thus, the results presented above more strongly favour targeting domestic price inflation than do those presented in Svensson (1997).

One possible reason for this difference is that the rules used in Svensson are optimal rules in the sense that they solve a well-specified optimisation problem. As noted previously, the base-case policy reaction function in FPS is not an optimal rule in this sense. If a well-specified loss function existed, such a policy reaction function could be solved for using a simulation/grid search approach. However, in the absence of a well-defined loss function we can only talk about "efficient" policy rules. As outlined in Taylor (1994), efficient policy rules are defined to be those rules that deliver the lowest achievable combinations of inflation and output variance given the structure of the model economy under consideration. In order to examine whether the results presented previously are obtained because the reaction function considered is not an efficient rule, we trace out the efficient frontiers for forward-looking inflation-targeting rules of the class used in FPS under both CPI inflation targeting and domestic price inflation targeting.

To find the efficient frontiers, we use a grid search technique. In the base-case version of FPS, the reaction function adjusts the policy instrument in response to the projected deviations of

---

11 Apart from direct price effects, movements in the real exchange rate will of course shift the trade balance to some extent. This real economy channel will have effects on the output gap, along with interest rates.
inflation from target six, seven and eight quarters ahead. In the base-case version, the weights on the projected deviations of inflation from target are set at 1.4. To determine the set of efficient policy rules, both the magnitudes of the weights and the forward-looking policy horizon are searched over. The forward-looking policy horizon is a three-quarter moving window starting from one quarter ahead and extending to twelve quarters ahead (ten different horizons in all). The weights range from 0.5 to 20. For each rule considered, the resulting properties of the model are calculated by averaging the results from 100 draws, each of which is simulated over a 25-year horizon.

The output/CPI inflation variance pairs under CPI inflation targeting are graphed in Figure 1. The dashed ellipse surrounds the output/inflation trade off that results from holding the weight on the projected deviation of inflation from its target rate fixed at 1 and varying the forward-looking targeting horizon. At point A, the targeting horizon is one, two and three quarters ahead. Moving from point A to point B, the forward-looking horizon is extended to five, six and seven quarters ahead and the variability in both inflation and output are reduced. As the targeting horizon is extended beyond that point, the variability in output is reduced, but only at the expense of increased variability in inflation. For any horizon, increasing the weight up to a point, reduces inflation variability. To reduce both inflation and output variability both the weight and the targeting horizon need to be increased. The results show that the base-case FPS rule lies within the efficient frontier. An efficient outcome is achieved at point C, with a weight of 7 and a targeting horizon of eight, nine and ten quarters ahead. Under this rule, the resulting RMSDs in inflation from target suggest that 90% of the time inflation can be maintained within roughly a 3 percentage point band.12

In Figure 2, the efficient frontier achievable under domestic price inflation targeting (solid line) is compared to that achievable under CPI inflation targeting (dashed). (A graph illustrating all the outcomes under domestic price inflation targeting can be found in Appendix 2.) The important point here is that the efficient frontier under domestic inflation targeting lies everywhere below the

---

12 This is calculated as $0.9 \times 1.67 \times 2$. We note that this is very similar to the results found in Turner (1995) for New Zealand.
frontier achievable under CPI inflation targeting. By targeting domestic price inflation, the monetary authority can achieve results that are unambiguously superior to those under CPI inflation targeting.

Figure 2

RMSDs in year-over-year CPI inflation and the output gap

Comparing the two targeting regimes under a single weight and varying the targeting horizon illustrates some interesting points. In Figure 3, the results under a rule holding the weight

Figure 3

RMSDs in year-over-year CPI inflation and the output gap holding the weight of 1.4 fixed and varying the targeting horizon
fixed at 1.4 and varying the targeting horizon are compared. The outcomes under CPI inflation targeting are denoted by Xs and those under domestic inflation targeting are denoted by diamonds. The base-case result presented in the paper (i.e., with a targeting horizon of six, seven and eight quarters ahead) can be seen as the move from point A to point B. The relative difference between the two targets are maximised under the short horizon rules and as the horizon gets longer, the results under the CPI targeting rules start to approach those under domestic price inflation targeting rules. This reflects the fact that the longer is the targeting horizon, the smaller will be the impact of direct exchange rate effects on CPI inflation. Moving from point A to point C reduces both the variability of inflation and output. However, instrument variability is slightly higher at point C than it is at point A (RMSD of the nominal interest rate is 4.34 versus 4.17 and the RMSD of the exchange rate is 5.27 versus 5.21). Comparing the impact of shortening the targeting horizon illustrates another interesting point. Under CPI inflation targeting, shortening the targeting horizon from ten, eleven and twelve quarters ahead through to five, six and seven quarters ahead reduces inflation variability but only at the cost of increasing output variability. Under domestic inflation targeting, reducing the targeting horizon in the same fashion reduces both inflation and output variability.

Summary and conclusions

The design of an inflation targeting regime has important implications for the macroeconomic outcomes achieved under these regimes. The particular price index that the central bank strives to stabilise is just one dimension of the design of an inflation targeting regime and this paper has examined one aspect of this issue. Specifically, should central banks in small open economies look through direct exchange rate effects when stabilising inflation? Stochastic simulations of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s macroeconomic model, FPS, have been used to address the question.

The stochastic simulation results suggest that targeting domestic price inflation reduces the variance in real output, nominal interest rates, the real exchange rate and domestic price inflation with very little increase in CPI inflation variability. Further, the result appears to be robust even if direct exchange rate effects influence agents’ expectations of inflation and even if the monetary authority is uncertain about the true expectations process. Tracing out the efficient output/CPI inflation variability frontiers under both CPI inflation and domestic price inflation targeting illustrates that the result is not limited to the base-case FPS reaction function. Targeting domestic price inflation shifts the efficient frontier towards the origin. Under domestic price inflation targeting, the same CPI inflation variability can be achieved with significantly less variability in real output.

Although the robustness tests considered have supported the initial results, more should be done. Although part of the robustness testing traced out the efficient frontiers targeting both CPI inflation and domestic price inflation, the class of policy rules considered may be somewhat restrictive. Future work should be done using an efficient reaction function drawn from a broader range of alternative specifications. In addition, in the stochastic experiments considered there were no permanent shocks. Consequently, there were no permanent movements in the exchange rate. Experiments that allowed for permanent exchange rate movements may yield different conclusions.
Appendix 1: Generating stochastic simulations

This appendix discusses how stochastic simulations were performed using the core structural model in the FPS. First, the VAR model of the New Zealand economy is outlined. Second, the method by which the impulse response functions (IRFs) from the VAR are mapped into a set of shocks to the core model equations, such that the model replicates the IRFs from the VAR is discussed. The methodology used to implement the shocks stochastically is then presented.

A.1 The estimated VAR model

To capture the stochastic structure of shocks to the New Zealand macro-economy we estimated a six-variable VAR model. The following variables are included in the VAR:

- foreign demand (fd)
- terms of trade (tot)
- consumption plus investment (c + i)
- price level (cpi)
- real exchange rate (z)
- slope of the yield curve (rsl)

The foreign demand variable is measured as the total industrial production of the OECD. The terms of trade is calculated as the domestic price of exports divided by the price of imports. Shocks to the sum of consumption and investment are interpreted as the result of shocks in aggregate demand. The price index is measured as the consumer price index excluding interest rate effects and GST.\(^{13}\) The real exchange rate is calculated using the domestic output deflator, the nominal trade weighted index and trade weighted foreign output deflators. Finally, the yield spread is measured as the 90-day paper rate minus the five-year rate. Shocks to this variable are assumed to arise as the result of monetary disturbances induced by the monetary authority. The yield spread enters the VAR in levels and all of the other variables are in log levels.

The variables of the VAR and their associated shocks terms are intended to replicate the stochastic behaviour of macroeconomic disturbances hitting the New Zealand economy. There are, however, a number of omissions. Perhaps the most notable is shocks to the economy’s productive capacity. Initially, an estimate of New Zealand’s potential output was also included in the VAR. However, given the short length of the sample period there is insufficient stochastic information in the potential output series to produce sensible shock responses. Despite this omission, innovations in the economy’s level of productive capacity will in part be captured by the shock terms of the other variables of the system. Stochastic innovations in the domestic price level, for example, can be partially attributed to temporary aggregate supply shocks.

In the reduced form system of equations foreign demand and the terms of trade are modelled as block exogenous on the assumption that New Zealand is a small open economy. Lags of the domestic variables do not, therefore, enter into the equations describing these variables. Foreign demand is assumed to be strictly exogenous in that it is only dependant on its own lags. The equation describing the terms of trade includes its own lags and lags of foreign demand. The equations describing the domestic variables and the real exchange rate are identical and contain lags of all the variables of the system. On the basis of modified likelihood ratio tests, the number of lags in the system is set at four. Ljung-Box \(Q\) statistics confirm the lack of serially correlated residuals at the 5% significance level.

\(^{13}\) GST is a goods and services tax. This tax was initially implemented in 1986 at 10%. In 1989 GST was increased to 12.5%.
level of significance. The reduced form is estimated over the sample period 1985q2 to 1997q2 using the method of seemingly unrelated regressions.

Figure 4
VAR impulse response functions

To calculate impulse response functions we identify the moving-average representation of the VAR system by imposing a simple contemporaneous causal ordering. The structure of FPS implies an ordering of \{fd, tot, c + i, cpi, z, rsl\}. Foreign demand and the terms of trade are placed
causally prior to the domestic variables. This specification extends the assumption of block exogenity of the foreign sector to the contemporaneous interaction between the variables of the system. In the domestic block, \( c + i \) and \( cpi \) adjust with a lag to shocks in the real exchange rate and monetary conditions. Finally, the monetary authority is assumed to set monetary policy on the basis of contemporaneous (and historical) information.

The impulse responses of the variables in the VAR to each of the six shocks are presented in Figure 4. In all cases the magnitude of the shocks is equal to one standard deviation. The figure should be read vertically; each column shows the response of each variable to a particular shock.

In general, the IRFs accord well with the theory of small open economy macro-dynamics. Consider the effect of a one standard deviation shock to foreign demand. The terms of trade improves and the real exchange rate appreciates, consistent with increased demand for New Zealand exports. Aggregate demand, in the form of consumption plus investment, increases inducing a lagged increase in the price level. The monetary authority reacts to increased inflationary pressure by tightening monetary conditions, causing the yield spread to increase. Increased domestic interest rates exacerbates the appreciation of the real exchange rate. In response to a one standard deviation shock to \( c + i \), foreign demand and the terms of trade remain unchanged given that they are exogenous. The price level increases after two periods, inducing a tightening in monetary conditions. After three quarters the real exchange rate appreciates.

### A.2 Translating VAR impulse response functions into shocks to FPS

In the VAR system, an IRF is generated by applying a 1 standard deviation innovation to a variable. The effect of that impulse is seen on all variables in the VAR, subject to the causal ordering of the system and the estimated auto and cross correlations of the variables. Given an impulse, the resultant paths for macroeconomic variables in the VAR can be interpreted as deviations from control or equilibrium.

In the core model, each behavioural equation has an associated shock term. Deviations from control arising from an impulse to the VAR are added to the control levels of those behavioural variables in the core model that most closely match the VAR variables. The core model is then simulated with the behavioural variables concerned exogenous and shock terms on the behavioural equations endogenous. This effectively "backs out" the shocks to the core model that replicate the VAR impulse. This exercise is repeated for each IRF produced by the VAR system.\(^{14}\)

The shocks necessary for the model to replicate the VAR are backed out only for the first four quarters and the policy reaction function in the model is switched off over this period. This is done so that the shock terms are independent of the response of monetary policy over the first year, and consequently independent of the specification of the policy reaction function. By construction, therefore, the methodology assumes that the VAR's IRFs are independent of the implicit policy reaction function in the VAR over the first year. Given the long lags between policy actions and real economy responses this is probably a reasonable assumption. Further, it assumes that the response of the policy instrument in the IRFs is the result of policy actions alone. This assumption may be a bit strong as the policy instrument may in fact be subject to other innovations in addition to monetary policy actions.

---

\(^{14}\) Two variations of this exercise were examined. In the first, the whole path for the impulses are added to the matching FPS behavioural variables and shock terms are solved for. In the second, the model is simulated quarter-by-quarter with only the contemporaneous effect of the impulse seen each quarter. This makes the problem for the monetary authority harder as the future impact of the impulses are not seen, but is probably more realistic as policy makers do not, in general, know what shocks are hitting the economy at any point in time let alone know the future impact of any shock. As such, this second variation was used in performing the stochastic simulations in this paper.
The shocks required to get FPS to replicate the IRFs are serially and cross-correlated. To capture this in such a way that the stochastic simulations can be implemented by drawing random normal (0,1) numbers, the shock terms that appear in the behavioural equations in the model are re-written. A simple example is used below to illustrate how this works.

**Example – creating single period shocks that replicate VAR IRFs**

Suppose that there is only two variables used in the VAR system, $X_1$ and $X_2$, where an impulse to $X_1$ does not effect $X_2$ but an impulse to $X_2$ effects itself and $X_1$. The impulses to the system are mapped to the behavioural FPS variables $x_1$ and $x_2$ which have associated shock terms $x_{1,shk}$ and $x_{2,shk}$.

Truncated after four quarters, the shocks paths required for the model to replicate the paths arising from the IRFs are:

1) Impulse to $X_1$

$$x_{1,shk} = \{\alpha_{1,1,1}, \alpha_{1,1,2}, \alpha_{1,1,3}, \alpha_{1,1,4}, 0, \ldots, 0\}$$
$$x_{2,shk} = \{0, \ldots, 0\}$$

2) Impulse to $X_2$

$$x_{1,shk} = \{\alpha_{2,1,1}, \alpha_{2,1,2}, \alpha_{2,1,3}, \alpha_{2,1,4}, 0, \ldots, 0\}$$
$$x_{2,shk} = \{\alpha_{2,2,1}, \alpha_{2,2,2}, \alpha_{2,2,3}, \alpha_{2,2,4}, 0, \ldots, 0\}$$

where $\alpha_{i,j}$ is the numerical solution for the value of the shock term at time $t$, given the effect the IRF $i$ has on the behavioural variable $j$.

Let $e_t$ be a single period random number at time $t$. If this random number equals one, then it will generate the shock path required to replicate the IRF with the shock structure coded in the behavioural equation as follows:

$$x_{1,shk} = \alpha_{1,1,1}e_t \cdot 1 + \alpha_{1,1,2}e_{t-1} + \alpha_{1,1,3}e_{t-2} + \alpha_{1,1,4}e_{t-3} + \alpha_{1,2,1}e_{t-1} + \alpha_{1,2,2}e_{t-2} + \alpha_{1,2,3}e_{t-3} + \alpha_{1,2,4}e_{t-3}$$
$$x_{2,shk} = 0e_t \cdot 1 + 0e_{t-1} + 0e_{t-2} + 0e_{t-3} + \alpha_{2,1,1}e_{t-1} + \alpha_{2,1,2}e_{t-2} + \alpha_{2,1,3}e_{t-3} + \alpha_{2,2,1}e_{t-1} + \alpha_{2,2,2}e_{t-2} + \alpha_{2,2,3}e_{t-3} + \alpha_{2,2,4}e_{t-3}$$

Essentially then, the methodology implemented re-writes the shock terms in the behavioural equations to capture all the impulses in the VAR system. The shock paths required to replicate IRF, for one year will be generated when the random number $e_t$ is takes the value one.

Extending the above example to replicate the VAR in this paper is relatively simple. There are five shock terms that are re-written rather than two. Any individual shock term $j$ appearing in a behavioural equation is represented by:

$$x_{shk} = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \sum_{k=0}^{3} \alpha_{j,k+1}e_{t-k}$$

### A.3 Generating stochastic simulations

It is convenient to write the full set of behavioural shocks as:

2) $X_t = AE_t$

where: $X_t$ is a vector of the shock terms in the behavioural equations at time $t$, $A$ is a matrix of the $\alpha_{j,k}$ coefficients, $E_t$ is a vector of the $e_t$ random variables that exist from time $t-3$ to $t$. This can be decomposed into four sub-vectors $e_{t,i}$ where each $e_{t,i}$ is a vector of the random numbers at time $t-i$ only.
The stochastic simulations in this paper were generated using the following procedure. First, elements of the vector $e$, are drawn from a standard normal $(0,1)$ distribution. Given this vector of random impulses a “shock model” solves for the shock vector $X$. The FPS core model is then simulated with this shock vector exogenous and all the behavioural variables endogenous. This counts as one “iteration” of the model. Typically, in the stochastic simulation experiments considered in this paper, a single “draw” consisted of simulating the model for 100 iterations, where in each iteration a new vector for $X$, is generated given the historical and contemporaneous stochastic iid impulses in $E$. This exercise is repeated for 100 draws. Furthermore, the drawing of the iid random numbers are seeded so that for each set of 100 draws, an identical battery of shocks are generated.
Appendix 2: Efficient frontiers

Figure A 2.1
Domestic price inflation targeting
RMSEs in year-over-year CPI inflation and the output gap

Figure A 2.2
CPI inflation targeting
RMSEs in year-over-year CPI inflation and the output gap
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Comments on “Exchange rate effects and inflation targeting in a small open economy: a stochastic analysis using FPS” by Paul Conway, Aaron Drew, Ben Hunt and Alasdair Scott

by Francesco Lippi*

In the past few years, the diminished reliability of monetary aggregates as an indicator of nominal expenditures has led several countries to adopt, with different degrees of transparency and formalization, a strategy of inflation targeting (IT) as a reference framework for monetary policy. The ultimate aim of this strategy is to provide a nominal anchor to inflation expectations, by increasing the transparency and the credibility of monetary policy. Although studies on inflation targets have flourished, their focus has remained mainly theoretical. This paper is therefore very welcome, as it provides us with insights into aspects of IT that concern its implementation. Specifically, the paper considers what inflation measure is to be used as a target.

The authors use a macro model of the New Zealand economy (FPS) to assess the differential performance of an IT strategy under a CPI inflation target versus a domestic inflation target (i.e. CPI inflation net of exchange rate fluctuations). The “success criterion” adopted by the authors to evaluate performance is given by the variability of a number of macroeconomic variables (real output, nominal interest rates, the real exchange rate), which should ideally be as small as possible. The message that emerges from the paper is that domestic inflation targeting (DIT) is preferable to CPI inflation targeting (CPIT), because it leads to a lower variability of the main macro variables. The result is robust within a broad class of forward-looking policy rules and under alternative assumptions concerning the expectation formation mechanism. My comments consist of two considerations, regarding:

• the use of FPS in counter-factual simulations
• the economic significance of the differences in performance under DIT and CPIT.

As to the first point, in Table 1 the authors compare the simulated moments (of the main macro variables) generated by FPS with their historic values. They are aware (see Section 1.6) that a “poor” replication of the historic moments by means of a model calibrated to describe policy transmission under a new monetary regime – different from the one that was in place when the historic volatilities were recorded – does not imply that the model is improperly specified. Rather, this could be read as a counter factual simulation pointing at the potential role that IT might have had, if it was adopted over that period. If one takes the regime change seriously, it should be expected that under forward-looking inflation targeting, such as the one currently in place, simulated volatilities do not look alike historic ones. I would find it an interesting exercise to investigate what policy rule and expectation mechanism yield simulated volatilities which are in line with the historic ones. However, this question is only marginally addressed in the paper. The authors limit their experimentation to an attempt (only partially successful) to replicate real data by postulating a milder (i.e. less forward looking) policy rule. I would consider a more thorough investigation of this issue a very interesting test of theories of credibility and of the effectiveness of IT. Theory suggests that a more transparent and explicitly anti-inflation oriented monetary policy exerts a direct influence on the inflation

* Research Department, Banca d’Italia.

1 For a survey of some recent experiences see Leidermann and Svensson (1995), Haldane (1995) and Bernanke and Mishkin (1997).
expectations formation mechanism, increasing the credibility of policy announcements and making expectations more forward-looking. Experimenting with different inflation expectations mechanisms and allowing the objective function of the monetary authorities (implicit in the policy rule) to differ not only with respect to the degree of "conservatism" of alternative targets but also with respect to the targets themselves. Using the empirical model might inform us on how plausible it is to attribute the differences in economic performance to the structural policy changes which have occurred since the early 1990s. Therefore, I think it would be interesting to model the "new rule" jointly with a "new" (for instance less forward looking) inflation expectations mechanism, as the interrelationship between expectation formation and the policy rule (or policy-framework) may presumably be important.

As to the second point, this paper is peculiar in that while most studies of inflation targeting are focused on overcoming the inflationary bias problem of the economy, i.e. on reducing the average rate of inflation, the empirical analysis presented here studies the effects that IT has on the variability of inflation and output. Table 2 shows that under DIT the variability of domestic inflation is almost 0.2 percentage points smaller than under CPIT (the RMSD are, respectively, 1.36 and 1.50) and the output variability is reduced by approximately 0.4 percentage points (the RMSD are, respectively, 2.70 and 3.07). The authors indicate that the measured variability differential is statistically significant. These results prompt me to address the issue of the economic, as opposed to the statistical, significance of these numbers: is the performance under the DIT regime superior to performance under the CPIT strategy, and is the performance (in terms of variability) under either of the inflation targeting regimes superior to the historical one (output and CPI-inflation RMSD amount to, respectively, 3.9 and 1.7 in the 1985-97 period; see Table 1)? Clearly, the basic question concerns the importance of reducing the standard deviation of inflation and output in my view, the issue is relevant as many economists doubt about the actual welfare benefits of stabilization policy. A back of the envelope calculation can be used to produce a rough estimate of the benefits, in a spirit similar to Lucas (1987). For obvious reasons of space, I will make use of some gross approximations here. Let us concentrate on the welfare effects of output variability, using it as a proxy of consumption volatility (an assumption that is likely to overemphasize the benefits of stabilization policy as consumption can be smoothed intertemporally). If we take the utility function of a representative agent to be logarithmic, a 2% reduction in the volatility of consumption corresponds, in terms of welfare units, to an increase of average consumption of 0.02%.

Thus, even a complete elimination of the volatility seems to yield a rather small gain, compared with the effect of a (permanent) change in the growth rate of consumption. Considering that the results reported by the authors indicate only modest volatility differences of the main macro variables under the alternative (simulated) inflation targeting regimes, smaller than the volatility reduction hypothesized in the above example, it seems legitimate to wonder whether the volatility of macroeconomic variables is the right metric to assess the performance of the macroeconomy under alternative IT regimes and, even granting that it is, whether the reported differences in volatility associated with the two IT regimes considered are relevant. I think this paper, by providing a quantitative assessment of the impact that IT may have over

2 It need not be remembered that the existence of multiple targets is one of the essential preconditions for credibility problems to exist, and that central banks in many countries have shifted away from the multi-target discretionary oriented monetary policies of the seventies only recently.

3 I am deliberately considering variabilities instead of averages to keep in line with the focus of the paper.

4 The calculation is done by approximating with Taylor expansion the utility function \( U[C_t] = \ln[C_t] \) around the steady state consumption, \( \bar{C} \), and evaluating expected losses ex-ante. This yields:

\[
\mathbb{E}[\ln(C_t) - \ln(\bar{C})] = -\frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\sigma_C^2}{\bar{C}} \right],
\]

where \( \sigma_C \) is the standard deviation of consumption. The order of magnitude of the benefits arising from reductions of consumption volatility remain "small", compared with changes in the rate of consumption, within a broad class of CRRA utility functions (see Lucas, 1987).
the volatility of macro variables, raises the question of how relevant the volatility improvement that can be obtained really are. My preliminary rule-of-thumb assessment of these gains is that they are not very large; but this is admittedly a very indirect check of the hypothesis (and certainly a partial one, as I completely avoid an assessment of the costs of inflation volatility), to which I hope more research will be dedicated in the future.
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